
XPRESS TAG CUSTOM PAPER TAGS

Affordable custom paper tags in different colors & sizes. Choose your paper tag material, answer a few quick questions
and get a quote. More Info.

Tip 4: Think like your customers. The premium cardstock instantly reinforces your message and your
business' image. Get the hang of hang tag printing and be a success! As a matter of fact, the first example ever
of such tag came from cigar-makers and dates back to the year  Nowadays, any standard piece of clothing you
pick up at a store will have a handful of tags hidden, including one that prominently showcases the logo of the
company. You want people to be able to quickly spot your logo. Use it as such! Hang tags play a pivotal role
in drawing attention to your products in industries where many similar products are likely to be grouped
together. You've got options! Hang tags project an image. Hang tags are a marketing staple in the retail world
for a number of good reasons. We humans are a curious bunch. From custom clothing hang tags to custom
jewelry tags, to product tags, the possibilities are endless. If it is printed, we can provide you a quality product
at a reasonable price. Choose from standard finish or luxurious high-gloss UV coating. We use anything from
16pt uncoated soft touch to 24pt ultra thick gloss cover to18pt premium white linen to 26pt metallic pearl ice
paper stocks, which feel strong in your potential customers' hands. If we did, a simple price tag would do the
trick. To get started on a custom design, please fill out our graphic design form and one of our designers will
contact you. No more plain, boring printed products! Can you put the string in my hang tags for me? Strings -
what material, color and length will you use? In addition, we can assist in creating a custom logo just for your
name tags, a logo that will provide name recognition and that professional image that is necessary to create
confidence and trust between you and your customer. Plan the location of the hole along with your hang tag
design and get creative - drill the hole in the corner for a diamond-shape tag, for example. LabelsXpress has
grown to become more than a label production company. After you've done the research, base your hang tag
message on this concept. Pricing Placement - if you are working with specific retailers, ask about their needs
on the tag. Your logo should be a proud element in your design. Stand-Out Design Tips Using a custom
printed hang tag not only showcases your commitment to quality, it also improves the marketability of your
product. Yes, we can position it wherever it's needed. Games, toys, sports equipment, electronics, novelties
and just about anything you can put on a retail shelf or showroom floor can take advantage of the positive
effects of branded tags. Information is power.


